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This article offers an integrated look at Earle Brown’s oeuvre and investigates it by first
placing it within the larger context of the twentieth-century avant-garde through the
application of Jean Weisgerber’s definition of the movement, and then by analysing its
formal, notational and textual aspects. Furthermore, it applies Umberto Eco’s concept of
the open vs. the closed work to the analysis of Brown’s compositional poetics. In addition,
the author offers his thoughts on the double—Promethean and Epimethean—nature
(‘split personality’) of the avant-garde as well as on the essential aspects of modern
musical notations and forms.
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Introduction
In a sense, avant-garde music is a rear-, not an advance-guard action, for it is both
a consequence of, and reaction against, five hundred years of European
‘consciousness’. The Renaissance started with man’s dualistic awareness of the
distinction between the Self and the Non-Self: which in musical terms became the
dualistic, and peculiarly European, phenomenon of harmony. Perhaps this burden
of harmonic consciousness begins to work itself out in Wagner’s Tristan . . .
(Wilfred Mellers, 1963 – 1964, p. 1)
What is experimental music? . . . There is no such thing as experimental music,
which is a fond utopia; but there is a very real distinction between sterility and
invention. (Pierre Boulez, 1986a, pp. 430 – 431)
I certainly have never been embarrassed by writing a beautiful melody, a very lyrical
passage, or what I consider a beautiful chord progression. But I’m also interested in
activating, more and more, the interaction between composers and performers, and
making music a more collaborative world—not in all cases, but in some. I’ve
written so much music in so many different ways and have never understood why
people would want to put me in a box. I would like people to realize the range, the
aesthetics and the optimism of my work. (Earle Brown)1
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Perceived as neither a superb craftsman nor a supreme thinker, Earle Brown was
nonetheless a visionary. Of the five members of what is now by default referred to as
the New York School (Lange, 1992)2—how tempted one is to use the noun
‘musketeer’ in its plural form, if only for the pure pleasure of Barthesian textual
mischief?!—Brown’s personality, outlook and output were perhaps the least
controversial ideologically; the least attractive aesthetically; and the least appealing
to those in the business of dissecting other people’s ideas who—without having
composed even a single note—claim to know better. Unquestionably, Brown could
not compete with John Cage’s gifts for drawing creative substance from the smallest
available source; for delineating the future condition of art and its makers; for being
able to offer a pervasive philosophical optimism manifesting itself in his Zen-inspired
liberal anarchy; or even for impressing everyone by those famous forays into the
arcana of mycology. Nor could he compete with Christian Wolff’s fashionable social
stance and his ‘exotic’ Communist radicalism.3 Never was he able to compete with
Morton Feldman’s quiet determination to develop that unique style, which in the end
led to establishing a true Feldman school (a school within a school!), which even
Arnold Schoenberg failed to achieve, given the technical and stylistic differences
between his and his apprentices’ musics. Also, Brown’s generous lack of assertiveness
in pursuing his own career more rigorously, or unscrupulously, may be implied by
what those who knew him sometimes said.4 When compared with the other four,
Brown had time and again remained in a shadow of their public image.5 He made an
impression as being a very solid, ‘normal’ intellectual, a person preoccupied with the
job of doing what he knew best—exploring the borderlands of what is heard and
what is seen; penetrating the terrains (and limits) of creative liberty; setting up
foundations for a more interactive, ‘democratic’ solution to the perennial conflict
between one’s own individual aesthetic agenda versus its practical reading by others.
His image of choice, if he ever made such a choice consciously, was that of a ‘quiet
revolutionist’—if such a sobriquet is admissible—or so it seems.
A few telling examples are in order here. In his comprehensive, influential twovolume work Kompozytorzy XX wieku (Schaeffer, 1990; the original Polish title does
not really need to be translated into English), Bogusław Schaeffer—whose colossal
authority can inadvertently ‘make or break’—included biographies of more than a
dozen US composers: George Antheil, Milton Babbitt, Samuel Barber, Cage, Elliott
Carter, Aaron Copland, Henry Cowell, George Crumb, Jacob Druckman, John Eaton,
Charles Ives, Harry Partch, Terry Riley, Steve Reich . . . They are all there. George
Gershwin is there, too. But quite a few other names to be found in the book belong to
obscure composers from various parts of the western world, and whose importance—
within the context of this somewhat limited compendium—might be questioned.
(Only one Asian artist is portrayed—Tōru Takemitsu, of course—and only one
woman.)6
The point to be made now is already apparent: the absence in the book of certain,
doubtless more deserving, composers such as Earle Brown, Schaeffer’s ‘brothers in
(avant-garde) arms’ of sorts, stands out acutely. Yet, to be fair, in his other
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publications, including the justly celebrated Mały informator muzyki XX wieku (A
little guide to 20th-century music) (Schaeffer, 1975a),7 Schaeffer does allot Brown
considerable space and attention. For instance, in the latter book, Brown’s name
appears no less than nineteen times, always within positive contexts, and
reproductions of his scores are provided.
The apportionment of five very brief lines to Brown and his oeuvre in the massive
(‘fundamental’ by design: 554 pages with double columns) A guide to 20th-century
composers by Mark Morris is felt even more acutely (Morris, 1996).
Also, given the real importance and influence of the artist, reflected in a string of
‘official’ distinctions which he did indeed receive during his life,8 the lack of
significant analytical studies devoted to his music, let alone his philosophy, at the
time of his death is nothing short of puzzling, perhaps even disturbing.9 In brief, the
number of Brown-related (re)sources is reversely proportional to the true importance
of the man and his work.
Yet listening to Earle Brown speak, listening to his music and studying his scores is
by no means an inconsequential experience.
Points of Departure: Earle Brown and the Avant-garde
Earle Brown belonged to that generation of post-Second World War (western)
composers who, already at the outset of their activities, were geared up to do away
with what they perceived as a compromised, tired aesthetic; who were eager to deal
with the ‘ready-made’ modus operandi of the avant-garde (the Second Viennese
School and, at the time much lesser known, American experimental tradition—
Cowell, Marcel Duchamp, Ives, Edgard Varèse, as well as early Cage et al.); who were
keen on absorbing it instantly; and who were subsequently able to re-evaluate it and
develop it further still—all this and ‘more’—without too much internal torment.
High-spirited, youthfully optimistic curiosity, combined with post-war mental relief,
institutional support and benevolent tolerance of, and encouragement from, at least
some of the older members of the community (René Leibowitz, Olivier Messiaen [!],
Wolfgang Steinecke) prepared ground, as Schaeffer puts it, for exploration of the
‘potentialities of the material’. This is how it may have looked from the very limited
(France, Italy, Germany) European perspective, at least. Boulez (1986b), exaggerating
a little on the point of the supposed aesthetic vacuum right after the war, summed it
up best:
Immediately after the war there were great hopes for a generation (and especially
for the generation that had realized failings and weaknesses of its predecessors and
immediately marched ahead, full of enthusiasm), to make its own discoveries on
what amounted to a tabula rasa. I must first remind you that in 1945 – 1946
nothing was ready and everything remained to be done: it was our privilege to
make the discoveries and also to find ourselves faced with nothing—which may
have its difficulties but also has many advantages. As a teacher (I am not a very
good one, but I have had two or three years’ experience), I have seen the great
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difference between the problems facing the next generation and those that we had
to face. Our first thought was unity of action.
The discoveries we made between 1945 and 1950 were comparatively easy: it was
simply the primary effort needed to lay the foundations of the new language,
starting from the existing sources, which we had chosen afresh for ourselves. This
language developed in a way that might have resulted in a new academicism. It was
to avoid this that every composer began to explore his own world, which is the
normal and desirable way for things to happen, the most serious fault that could be
found with composers of the same generation in different countries being too great
a mutual resemblance, a following too closely of the same path. There were cases in
which this accusation was justified, though not for long, individual personalities
developing and becoming more marked with age, and divergencies with them.
There finally appeared temperaments able to express themselves with the freedom
that all of us had striven so hard to achieve. (pp. 445 – 446)

Also speaking from the European perspective, albeit referring to a slightly later
period, Cornelius Cardew was nonetheless critical, his main concern being that
‘academicisation’ of the movement, which Boulez said had been feared already at an
early stage.10
Christian Wolff, too, gives his side of the story in a different way from Boulez, and
from a different angle. In the USA, there seemed to be nothing heroic about that
period immediately following the war. Asked to describe the musical scene in New
York during the early 1950s, he answered:
There was a lot of reaction going on. I think the feeling in the late forties and
early fifties was that of a really stagnant musical scene. The composers who had
been sort of lively and interesting in the thirties and forties were just going on. If
there was any contemporary music to be heard in 1950, it was likely to be things
like Howard Hanson, William Schuman, or maybe a little Stravinsky occasionally.
And that was it. It was a very bleak picture. All that people were talking about
was whether you should write twelve-tone music or be neoclassical: whether you
were going to follow Schoenberg or Stravinsky. Basically that was it, except for
the almost totally unknown experimental tradition that Cowell, Varèse,
Nancarrow, et cetera, were on to. One had a vague sense that those people
were out there, and Cage knew about them, but mostly they were totally
unknown. . . . Cage was different, because he was already in that alternate
tradition; and then he had a whole crisis of his own right about this time. I was
with him during the time when he finally decided that chance was the way to do
it. (Patterson, 1994, pp. 54 – 55)

It is a rare occurrence to see such a frank assessment in regard to the general
situation of the American avant-garde, or any twentieth-century avant-garde at that,
usually depicted in a nimbus of heroism, this assessment being offered by one of the
key figures of the movement. What Wolff did was this: in only a few terse sentences,
he matter-of-factly deconstructed the legend. Curiously, Wolff did not mention
people such as Leonard Bernstein or Aaron Copland enjoying the endorsement of the
conservative milieu, but most likely that went without saying.
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To give a synthetic overview of the (obvious) sociopolitical environment
immediately after World War II:
(1) In the former Soviet Union and the Eastern Bloc, progressive tendencies were
quashed as a matter of course; their representatives—whose experimentation was
more often than not quite modest—accused of ‘formalism’ and either silenced almost
completely (like Aleksandr Vasilievich Mosolov in the USSR, who ended up
collecting folk melodies and then began to compose again—in the approved idiom;
or Zbigniew Turski in Poland, who stopped composing concert music and switched
to writing for film), or, if luckier, forced to accept and cultivate the permitted style(s)
and genres, rooted in the Russian Romantic tradition.
(2) In Scandinavia, Great Britain and its dominions, the new tendencies had been
looked upon with typically Protestant, traditionally conservative suspicion and it
took time before that changed (countries such as Australia, Canada, New Zealand
and South Africa were for the most part steeped in British conservatism, often
perpetuated—as in Canada—by hopelessly conformist, second-rate musicians
imported from the Isles; and many of their most talented home-grown artists like
Australia’s Arthur Benjamin, Peggy Glanville-Hicks and Percy Grainger elected to
leave their native countries—an unfair exchange whose impact long continued to be
felt).
(3) Japan, and the rest of Asia, had its own traditions and—fundamentally
colonial—problems; it was not until much later that institutional foundations for
dissemination of modern music—still largely inadequate—were established.
(4) Given the number of talented composers in the region, in Latin America—
especially in Mexico—the situation was slightly different; yet fragile economies, a
weak middle class and poor infrastructure generally influenced the artistic
communities there in negative ways.
Generally speaking, and without referring to any particular period for now, unlike
the visual and like the literary, the musical avant-garde has never been as robust and
influential as its apologists would have loved it to be. It is an illusion to attribute any
widespread causal force to it. At the outset, following World War II, it enjoyed
limited institutional support in several (only several) European countries—yet
probably to a much larger extent than it did in the USA. But, to repeat what has just
been said, with a few exceptions to the rule (Pierre Boulez, William Faulkner,
Federico Fellini, James Joyce, Le Corbusier, Pablo Picasso, Igor Stravinsky, surrealism
and Salvador Dalı́), even if the socioeconomic and political circumstances were
propitious, never has the avant-garde been able entirely to take over—or even merely
be present within—the sanctioned channels of propagation and experience (that is
not its goal anyway—or is it?). If it ever has been able to achieve so massive and
unattainable a task, it has done so fragmentarily and to a very narrow degree (as, to
leave music alone for a moment, in a number of housing schemes by Jacobus
Johannes Pieter Oud, including the well-known Kiefhook housing estate in
Rotterdam; in a couple of similar Bauhaus projects such as the Dessau
Laubenganghäuser; and in early Soviet Constructivist propaganda art as well as
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revolutionary literature—Vladimir Mayakovsky—and in the cinema of Sergey
Eisenstein and Vsevolod Pudovkin).
Symptomatically, from the late 1960s onward, the ‘postmodern switch’ by many
major avant-garde composers, including Luciano Berio, Peter Maxwell Davies,
Druckman, Henryk Mikołaj Górecki, György Ligeti, Krzysztof Penderecki, George
Rochberg—and the concurrent rise of such names as Gavin Bryars, Boudewijn
Buckinx, Wojciech Kilar, Arvo Pärt, Alfred Schnittke, and, last but not least, of
Berio’s student Karen Tanaka—was as much the result of a re-evaluation and
redefinition of their avant-garde and modernist projects—or, to use ironically the
traditional ‘loaded’ concepts, of their ‘romantic’ creative curiosity and unrest (which
in some cases appears highly doubtful; perhaps the noun ‘impatience’ is more apt
here)—as of their commercially, ideologically and aesthetically driven desires to enter
the mainstream market. This went far beyond aspiring to an occasional benefit such as
an occasional performance at a New Music festival somewhere, or an occasional
commission from an established orchestra (and an occasional performance during the
latter’s regular season). In this sense, to paraphrase the famous Cardew statement
about Stockhausen, they had begun ‘serving capitalism’. (Wild declarations about
‘restoring the trust of allegedly alienated audiences’ are nothing more than
admissions of defeat and amount to masochistic sexual submission to the
system—an attitude deeply ‘embedded’ in the postmodern experience.) But the
avant-garde did ‘serve capitalism’ in any case, or, rather, was dependent on it all
the way (or dependent on any other socioeconomic system within whose structure it
may have made its appearance). Regardless of its critical (as proposed by Theodor
Adorno) or reintegrative (as proposed by Bürger) (Bürger, 1984)11 modes of thought
in relation to cultural politics; no matter what its—affirmative or negative—approach
to artistic praxis; despite its metaphysical/speculative or rationalistic philosophical
and/or ideological closures: being a product of liberal high capitalism early in the
twentieth century—being also technology-hungry and with technology obsessed—the
avant-garde finally gave in to the pressure exercised by that industrial bourgeois
system’s instruments of mercantile persuasion (indoctrination), these obviously not
aiming at the avant-garde itself, but rather at its potential clientele, the receiver/
consumer. This reliance on technology (sphere of production) explains, partially at
least, why the avant-garde turned out to be so fragile when confronted by hostile
authoritarian regimes—and later on by consumerism of the late capitalist formation.
(Partially only, because as Stefan Jaworski points out with good reason, a synthetic
overview of the avant-garde and its social, economic and philosophical tenets will
always be incomplete—especially from the point of view of Marxist critique—
without taking into consideration dissimilarities between western avant-garde
movements which developed in highly industrialised countries, and their Easterm/
Central European counterparts which arose and functioned for a long time within the
predominantly agrarian formation12. It is a matter of different levels of experience,
argues Jaworski: watchwords such as urbanisation, industrialisation, worship of
technology, and modern civilisation meant one thing in the highly developed western
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lands, and another in agrarian areas such as Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, or Ukraine
[Jaworski, 1992, pp. 9 – 10]).
Bogusław Schaeffer, in some way echoing Theodor Adorno/Max Horkheimer (cf.
The culture industry: Enlightenment as mass deception) and, to some extent, Walter
Benjamin (cf. The work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction), stresses the
dilemma of the avant-garde thus:
Someone said that the present-day avant-garde is tired. It is not true. What is true is
that the term refers to very many individuals who only in appearance express
themselves in avant-garde vocabulary, but in reality they are stuck in contemporary
conventionalism, which is possible today because the interpersonal communication
process has been so exceptionally and universally perfected. NB, the avant-garde
cannot be numerous, as its principal attribute is going against the main, ‘mandatory’
current. Besides, avant-garde music which evokes new technologies does not have a
chance—does not have time as it were—to take part in discourse, for even before it
can posit itself within artistic reality its propositions are intercepted, taken over,
made shallow by others—and this is why the bona fide, unyielding creativity is never
appreciated. This is important [to understand] especially in our times when art is
not experienced but consumed, which destroys the distinct character of each and
every, even the most unconventional, piece of artistic creation. And it so happens
that—in spite of avant-garde music and the official music milieu remaining apart—
the most outward elements of avant-garde discoveries are imported and transferred
onto other phenomena, onto intermediary products. This is why that great creative
passion the artist expressed in new form and new technology is now publicly
falsified; and stripped of its most substantial characteristics such as innovation,
uniqueness, originality, spontaneity—it now becomes exposed to rejection, to
misunderstanding. (Schaeffer, 1975b, pp. 309 – 310)

Viewed from such a perspective, Earle Brown’s calmly obstinate, uncompromising
stance deserves attention—and respect. At this point it seems useful to try to place his
oeuvre within the general avant-garde narrative. What orientation did he represent,
and to what extent can his output be identified with the avant-garde project?
According to Jean Weisgerber—if one is to accept his generalisations—the avantgarde may be defined as
a series of movements, i.e. actions, often collective (and sometimes individual),
represented by a certain number of writers and artists expressing themselves by
means of manifestoes, programmes and periodicals, and distinguished by their
radical opposition to the [currently dominant] order existing in literature (forms,
subjects, etc.) as well as—broadly speaking—in the political and social spheres. In
most cases, [the avant-garde] is about double resistance (often even total resistance,
also towards customs, behaviours and morality), it is about separation—connected
with the will to outmarch the epoch—separation limited to either pure destruction
(nihilism) or aiming at reaching a certain ideal of reconstruction (formal
experiments, political activities, utopianism, etc.). (Weisgerber, 1974, p. 414)

In other words, Weisgerber postulates two synchronous currents within the avantgarde: a destructive, negative, nihilist, and resistant one (for instance: Futurism,
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Dada); and the other (re)constructive, affirmative, largely proactive (for instance: De
Stijl, Soviet avant-garde Left after the October Revolution; today: ‘ecological’ avantgarde as represented by the Canadian composer, philosopher and writer R. Murray
Schafer and his disciples). For simplicity’s sake, I will refer to the former as the
Epimethean avant-garde, and to the latter as the Promethean avant-garde.
It is reasonably safe to say that Earle Brown’s oeuvre comes from the Promethean
avant-garde. It belongs there due to its intrinsic, ‘noncombative’ properties which on
the fundamental, s u b s t r u c t u r a l level consist of:
A humanistic belief in the necessity of Art as a means of communication (hence
absolute absence of any indication of commercial opportunism detectable in Brown’s
music);
A liberal approach to creative process(es) in general (all-inclusive, tolerant
metadisciplinary mindset,13 compositional techniques involving an array of
possibilities ranging from mathematical principles to intuitive decision-making—
these preceding, among others, the ideas of Conceptual Art);
An egalitarian attitude concerning the performance process, performers being
entrusted with considerable interpretative freedoms;14
A democratic manner of dialoguing with his ‘clients’—that is, conductors,
musicians, scholars, students (cf. his simple and sometimes humorous, yet always
thorough and precise, commentaries and performance notes as well as his musical
notation, habitually reduced to the simplest, clearest, most evocative signs);15
And on the s u p e r s t r u c t u r a l level are exemplified by:
Avoidance of formal chaos—that is, preference for elegant and clear articulation of
time (the composer makes sure that differences between textural and timbral blocks
are easily discernible; in a sense, Brown’s textural models may have been informed by
Stockhausen’s ‘Gruppen’ technique in which—in order to prevent textural monotony
and anonymity of the totally serialised material—certain parameters are made to
dominate the overall sonic result of the given section);
Avoidance of narrative anger—that is, preference for expressive, ‘romantic’ lyricism
on the one hand and monumentalism on the other (prevalent in many of his works
employing open forms and advanced notations); one may say that even pure violence
is elegant in Brown’s works;16
Avoidance of communicative aggression—that is, preference for rich yet subtle and
almost conventionally soft, warm and crystalline instrumental timbres usually
selected for their expressive—and not just sonic—qualities;
Avoidance of morphological unintelligibility—that is, preference for horizontal and
vertical clarity (potential harshness of harmonic blocks often softened by discreet
instrumentation and preference for sustained time—as in Modules I, II and III for
orchestra).
Moreover, it appears that Brown had until the end remained ‘unabashedly’ positive
and optimistic in his creative work. Even his ‘extreme’ graphic pieces such as
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November 1952 and December 1952 were the logical outcome of his interest in
affirmative metadisciplinary research and experiments, rather than in frenzied and
obsessive attempts at creating something shockingly new at any cost (‘novelty for
novelty’s sake’). Brown’s judgements invariably impress by their objective nature and
restraint, as when he described the situation at Darmstadt in the late 1950s:
One of the things that happened around the time that I got there in 1958 – 1961 was
the collision between aleatoric ideas and pure serialist thinking. They were really
the polarities, and it was really where they significantly bumped into each other.
And as I’ve said in an article, they were such extremes. Serialism is such an extreme
of control; and aleatoric music at its worst, or at its most extreme, was almost carteblanche improvisation. And those two things—total mechanical control and total
intuitive, inspirational, improvisational aspect—were polarities which had to come
back together as far as history is concerned. Some of us really went to the extremes
of order and disorder within a very short period of time. What I think had
happened, and I think it was inevitable and necessary, is that we have come into a
balance between these two things. Of course, I was writing graphic and open-form
music in this country [the USA] long before I went to Europe. What made me write
music the way I wrote it, and still write it, is more connected to my experience as a
young artist, influenced by Kenneth Patchen’s poetry and James Joyce and
Gertrude Stein and the Abstract Expressionist painters and sculptors. (Dufallo,
1989, pp. 105 – 106)

The exigencies of Brown’s own metadisciplinary inspirations and principles led
him very early on to making a number of substantial propositions whose impact on
general avant-garde aesthetics has been felt ever since. It is valid to say that in the
‘practical’ areas of formal considerations, notational assertions and—which is often
overlooked—textual formulations (performance notes, commentaries), Brown has
made contributions comparable to those Cage has made in the philosophy of music.
Furthermore, by introducing two ‘practical’ concepts of open form and open notation,
Brown fundamentally transformed musical ontology.
Form
As did many an experimental artist, Earle Brown had to suffer from the pens of
people all too willing to prove his ideas empty shells. Numerous controversies
surrounded the fundamental aspects of his work, including form. It is instructive, for
instance, to see how those who were not necessarily familiar with avant-garde poetics,
may have involuntarily belittled his achievement due to their incomplete grasp of the
field. To quote a well-known US critic and scholar:
Earle Brown’s Available Forms 2 is a composition for two orchestras (actually a
large symphony orchestra, divided). Unlike most works for divided forces, this one
makes no use of spatial or stereophonic effects: On the contrary, the two groups are
placed in such a way as to ensure maximum intermingling of the two orchestras.
The piece consists of thirty-eight ‘events’—nineteen for each orchestra. There is
a clear stylistic affinity to certain works of the new Polish school, such as
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Penderecki’s Threnody and Lutosławski’s Jeux vén[i]tiens, in that most of the events
consist of a single texture, involving from four to forty-nine players . . .
The two conductors indicate, each to his particular orchestra, the order of the
events, and also certain modifications of their dynamics, speeds, and textures: Thus
the piece is recreated at every performance. This idea is similar to the one
underlying Stockhausen’s Klavierstück XI (written in 1958, six years before Available
Forms 2). (Godwin, 1968, pp. 581 – 582)

Yes, the Klavierstück XI preceded the score of Available Forms II by some years (it
was actually written in 1956), but it was in turn preceded by Brown’s very own
Twentyfive Pages for one to twenty-five pianos by another three years, the very first
piece in open form. Not that it is of such importance who was first, but the example
is telling.
Indeed, despite existing misapprehensions, Earle Brown is firmly associated with
introducing the concept of open form into the musical work of art. Brown himself
often spoke of ‘closed’ (or ‘fixed’) and ‘open’ forms, the former term referring to
forms based on predetermined linear development, and the latter suggestive of
indeterminate morphology. But the issue of form is a bit more complex than this, for
reducing the concept of form to two aspects only, ‘closeness’ and ‘openness’, is an
oversimplification. In the twentieth century, a multitude of formal concepts and
procedures appeared, often complementing, but not identical with, one another.
Terms such as, on the one hand, ‘musiques formelles’, ‘closed form’ and ‘stabile’, and,
on the other hand, ‘musique informelle’, ‘open form’, ‘mobile’, ‘collage’ and
‘ambiguous form’ have been used—sometimes interchangeably. This led to chaos.
Umberto Eco’s concept of ‘open work’ is, albeit on a slightly different level, an attempt
at putting some order into this chaos, yet, elegant though it is, it is not free from
constatations, some of which may well be questioned—and certainly deserve to be
elucidated.
Eco begins with enumerating
recent pieces of instrumental music [which] are linked by a common feature: the
considerable autonomy left to the individual performer in the way he chooses to
play the work. Thus he is not merely free to interpret the composer’s instructions
following his own discretion (which in fact happens in traditional music), but he
must impose his judgment on the form of the piece, as when he decides how long
to hold a note or in what order to group the sounds: all this amounts to an act of
improvised creation. (Eco, 1984, p. 47)

Eco’s examples include Stockhausen’s Klavierstück XI (1956), Luciano Berio’s
Sequenza I for flute (1958), Henri Pousseur’s Scambi on tape (1957), and Boulez’s
Troisième Sonate (1955–). The Italian semiotician admits that aesthetic theorists
employ terms such as ‘completeness’ and ‘openness’ in connection, on the one hand,
with authors’ communicative efforts to give their works (artefacts) concrete,
unchangeable shapes ‘to be appreciated and received in the same form as [they
devised them]’; on the other, with addressees’ idiosyncratic interpretations of those
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works, interpretations always connected to the addressees’ existential credentials,
their sense of individual conditioning, cultural values, tastes, personal inclinations,
and prejudices. Says Eco: ‘In fact, the form of the work of art gains its aesthetic
validity precisely in proportion to the number of different perspectives from which
it can be viewed and understood’ (Eco, 1984, p. 49). An artefact is then both
‘closed’ (as an organic formal whole) and ‘open’ as an object deemed to be
interpreted. He then states that the main difference between the conventionally
conceived work and the new, ‘open’ one is the latter’s state of ‘unfinishedness’. The
performer receives a specific set of building blocks and finishes the unfinished. Yet
therein lies the problem, as one thing is clear: the works which Eco selected to
illustrate his argument may, indeed, be formally ‘open’, yet their formal openness
never leads to blurring—or breaking!—the then-fashionable communicative code
which the authors had chosen. (Eco refers to this code as ‘postdodecaphonic serial
composition’ [Eco, 1984, p. 55].) In other words, it does not matter much if they
are ‘open’ or not. Moreover, those ‘open’ works are open in a very limited mode,
as their authors did not hesitate to impose upon the performer some fairly rigid
rules of how to construct the musical edifice from the provided components.
This is exceptionally easy to infer when dealing with the Berio, the Boulez and
the Stockhausen. The Pousseur may differ in that it allows for deceptively
greater creative freedoms, yet the outcome of these freedoms—Pousseur calls them
a ‘field of possibilities’—may not necessarily be breathtaking.17 To put it briefly,
whatever the performer does (or will do), the anonymity of the decentralised
material, as well as its limited formal synergy (and ‘open’ works are about synergy),
will prevent any significant interpretative shift from taking place. It is true that Eco
later admits:
The multiple polarity of a serial composition in music, where the listener is not
faced by an absolute conditioning centre of reference, requires him to constitute his
own system of auditory relationships. He must allow such a centre to emerge from
the sound continuum. Here are no privileged points of view, and all available
perspectives are valid and rich in potential. (Eco, 1984, p. 61)

But it is—indeed and precisely—this lack of such a centralised point of reference in
these works, it is this ugly void of stylistic anonymity of serialism, which—in the case
of avant-garde and experimental works—so often leads the addressee to avoid
vigorously the joys of ‘constituting his system of auditory relationships’. For no
matter to what extent the FORM is ‘open’ and flexible (in avant-garde and
experimental works, an often-makeshift mould to be filled with stuff), if the
CONTENT is not ‘open’ and flexible also, the process of communication will be
similar to that of the ‘closed’ work. Eco maintains that
[a]n author can foresee an ‘ideal reader affected by an ideal insomnia’ (as happens
with Finnegans Wake), able to master different codes and eager to deal with the text
as with a maze of many issues. But in the last analysis what matters is not the
various issues in themselves but the maze-lake structure of the text. You cannot use
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the text as you want, but only as the text wants you to use it. An open text, however
‘open’ it be, cannot afford whatever interpretation. (Eco, 1984, p. 9)

In maintaining this, he really seems to have at least partially ignored the project of the
American experimental tradition in general, and that of Earle Brown (and John Cage)
in particular. The crux of the matter is that first Brown, and then Cage—in that
order—proposed to open the work to the extent of its reaching into nothingness—
and back. Given the subsequent development of avant-garde aesthetics, the
consequences of this gesture are hard to overestimate. Brown’s decision was
congenial in its simplicity—give ’em absolute freedom. In December 1952, there is
really no form, and no substance, or, rather, form and substance are one in the
absolute sense. The score may be interpreted, as Brown himself did, in a quasi‘postdodecaphonic serial’ fashion; it may be interpreted, as Gordon Mumma once
did, as a narrative based on accumulating preselected non-traditional timbres; it may
be interpreted as a collection of separate a c t i o n s (each of the graphs denoting an
event instead of a single note); it may be interpreted as an acoustic, or electroacoustic,
piece;18 going even further, it may be interpreted as a c o l l a g e in which each graph
may be substituted for by, say, a fragment excerpted from another piece. To digress a
little, it seems that Bogusław Schaeffer is again correct when pointing to collage as a
compositional technique—and not form, the title of his important work Collage and
Form being clearly indicative of this viewpoint—which is extraordinarily attractive
and fertile within the ‘open’ framework. Because of its heterogeneous nature, collage
brings about immediate rewards (instant gratification of sorts) to its authors and
addressees alike. Schaeffer says,
Unrelated elements do not have anything in common, yet at the same time, in a
work of art, one does sense the rationale behind this new, unintegrated
combination. . . . One more thing seems to be important: collage must take into
consideration audibility of simultaneous combinations, its components must be
aurally recognisable. If in other compositional techniques the aural result does not
have to be focused on audibility of elements and on analytical transparency of the
initial material (and there it is possible and does make sense), here this audibility is
significant; additionally, in collage it is more important to hear and aurally
distinguish its elements rather than the whole. (Schaeffer, 1975a, pp. 30 – 31)

It is this little score of December 1952 (and its conceptual side) which in a simple,
ascetic way anticipates other similar aesthetic phenomena in whose infinite recreating not only the author and the transmitter, but also the receiver, may freely
invest their ‘existential credentials, their sense of individual conditioning, cultural
values, tastes, personal inclinations, and prejudices’—and in whose infinite recreating they may participate on equal footing.
In his other works, Brown travels beyond the basic notion of open form as
consisting of linear reordering of its segments. Again, his solution is impressive in its
effortlessness: he projected onto form the three main methods of arranging serialised
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pitch-classes—that is, horizontal, vertical and diagonal. Now form may be built of
segments following each other in horizontal succession, or overlapping diagonally, or
being juxtaposed vertically (as in Darius Milhaud’s Octuor, Op. 291, a simultaneous
performance of his fourteenth and fifteenth string quartets).
In spite of its somewhat limited, ‘Eurocentric’ positioning, Eco’s concept is
perhaps the most universal, the most complete attempt at generalising the nature of
aesthetic ‘openness’, especially in its final thesis that
[w]e have, therefore, seen that (i) ‘open’ works, insofar as they are in movement, are
characterized by the invitation to make the work together with the author and that
(ii) on a wider level (as a subgenus in the species ‘work in movement’) there exist
works which, though organically completed, are ‘open’ to a continuous generation
of internal relations which the addressee must uncover and select in his act of
perceiving the totality of incoming stimuli. (iii) Every work of art, even though it is
produced by following an explicit or implicit poetics of necessity, is effectively open
to a virtually unlimited range of possible readings, each of which causes the work to
acquire new vitality in terms of one particular taste, or perspective, or personal
performance. (Eco, 1984, p. 63)

Yet, by taking into consideration the respective projects of Brown, Cage or Wolff, Eco
might have broadened his investigative horizons. This remains to be done.
Notation
A decade into the twentieth century, composers seemed to have been preoccupied
with three problems, which might best be described as technical. First, the necessity of
establishing a new morphology (methods of organising material) appeared to be the
most vital under the circumstance of totally relaxed tonality. Second, a disruption of
the motivic-periodic universe (associated with tonality) caused an intense search for
new elemental replacements of that weakened old morphology (i.e. tonality). As a
consequence of this, new tectonic models were introduced and established. (Only for
a while did emancipated rhythm on the one hand and ruthless counterpoint on the
other serve as an integrative force.) Third, the period in question also witnessed a
growing interest in new timbres obtainable through new vocal and instrumental
techniques—and new electric-energy-powered instruments. Apart from technical and
technological considerations, there is another one—a notion of the ontological status
of compositional practice and its results. While—much later—Iannis Xenakis offered
fully rational elucidation, Cage and Bogusław Schaeffer pointed out the importance
of four elements: experimental, irrational, indeterminate, and infinite. The latter
position seems to be prevalent among the majority of the avant-garde.
As John Cage stated in 1952:
When a composer feels a responsibility to make, rather than accept, he eliminates
from the area of possibility all those events that do not suggest this at that point in
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time vogue for profundity. For he takes himself seriously, wishes to be considered
great, and he thereby diminishes his love and increases his fear and concern about
what people will think. There are many serious problems confronting such an
individual. He must do it better, more impressively, more beautifully, etc. than
anybody else. And what, precisely, does this, this beautiful profound object, this
masterpiece, have to do with Life? It has this to do with Life: that it is separate from
it. Now we see it and now we don’t. When we see it we feel better, and when we are
away from it, we don’t feel so good. (Nyman, 1974, p. 1)

In other words, the notion of a well-crafted ‘masterpiece’ is now empty. Perhaps it
is more fruitful to explore the unknown, to check whether the phenomenological
dimension of music could be understood in a broader or deeper sense. Perhaps more
important is how music ‘behaves’ (what becomes of it) when its substance is not
subjected to total control; when composers give up their propriety (their precisely
designed, well-structured, well-defined, and notationally preserved ‘final products’);
and when the other, irrational forces (such as creative fantasy and imagination) take
part in the ‘game’. Perhaps it is possible to conceive a musical event so as to reassure
stylistic, substantial flexibility in time and aesthetic development (transgression of
values). Cage’s ideas of ‘morphology of continuity’ and ‘indeterminacy’, and also
Schaeffer’s idea of the ‘infinite music’, explicitly manifest a philosophical background
for the new directions. From a practical point of view, however, each realisation of
the above ideas requires a certain degree of concretion. This refers to the notational
aspect of music.
At some point in the nineteenth century, nothing seemed to be as unchangeable as
notation. But, in fact, notation has been evolving even today—long past when the
avant-garde reached its apogee—in a way similar to the other elements of western
music: pitch organisation, textural and topophonic dimensions (articulation of time
and space), performing techniques, form, and so forth.
Contemporary musical notation is—as is known—the result of the development of
music itself. On one hand, today’s descriptive and multilevel signs and symbols
(establishing notational systems) reflect—in a very detailed way—composers’
intentions (very seldom do we realise, however, that those intentions are delimited
by the potentialities of the notation itself; that they derive from what one can notate
and from what one can imagine [or ‘see’] in a particular notation). On the other
hand, a multitude and complexity of notational systems has become clear evidence of
a crisis of notation as such, because it still consists of many more old-fashioned
elements than updated, adequate ones (Schaeffer, 1975a, pp. 78 – 79).
And yet, a thorough study of some advanced notations would definitely reveal
many details regarding the compositional process because:
The radical nature of many of the new notational systems employed in the music of
the 1960s and the ’70s lends particular insight into the character of their unique
aural results. With respect to much of this recent music, a study of the notation
employed can often supply valuable insight into many of the fundamental premises
upon which a composition’s structure rests. As attitudes toward materials and
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morphology change, it has become imperative that composers seek new methods
by which their works may be notated, thereby enabling the accurate and detailed
modeling of many revolutionary concepts of structure. Indeed, it has become
apparent that ‘very often the notations themselves are the determining factors in
the composition of a piece and hence the piece’s identity and structure’. (DeLio,
1985, p. 111)19

So, there are composers for whom notation itself serves as a compositional point of
departure, as a main and even a sole tool for examining the possibilities of the yet
unknown substance of music. In short, notation becomes both form and content of
the piece. Both form and its content are now identified with one another within the
notational systems which—and it is not undesirable—oscillate between nothingness
and eternity, waiting for someone to decide on one or the other. If one considers how
the notational issue is expressed today, it is necessary to distinguish several types of
notational concepts differentiated by the degree of control exercised by the
composers—and by the level of surprise resulting from their implementation. I will
distinguish two main categories of notations, strict and open. If the former is selfcontained, then the latter comprises several subcategories.
Strict Notation (Closed)
This is conventional notation developed for the purpose of allowing for the most
precise and faithful possible reading of the given, fully notated score. It achieved its
most perfect form in the nineteenth century, and its (usually very complex) modern
variants appear, among others, in the works of Béla Bartók, Pierre Boulez (Le marteau
sans maı̂tre, Le soleil des eaux, etc.), Henry Cowell, Alois Hába, Charles Ives, Olivier
Messiaen, Sir Andrzej Panufnik, and the Second Viennese School. The extensions of
this type of notation are minute. On the one hand, due to the growing complexity of
the music, these extensions mostly include new notational symbols intended to
facilitate conducting (Alban Berg, Boulez, Messiaen, Schoenberg), and also to
indicate microtonal changes (Hába, Panufnik), unconventional sonic effects (Bartók,
Cowell, Schoenberg), articulation of time (Carter, Kazimierz Serocki, late scores by
Luigi Nono), or metaperformative manipulations (Brian Ferneyhough). On the other
hand, some of these procedures may be considered reductions, not extensions,
because certain symbols such as time signatures occasionally disappear altogether
(Boulez, Brown, Messiaen). Yet the overall look and ‘feel’ of the score remains firmly
associated with the classic western music notation of the nineteenth century.
In Brown’s music, this notation was employed notably in his earliest pieces, such as
Three Pieces for piano (1951), Perspectives for piano (1952), Music for Violin, Cello
and Piano (1952, Figure 1), Indices for chamber orchestra (1954), and Pentathis for
nonet (1957 – 1958). He would return to using it sporadically, as in the Summer Suite
’95 for piano (1995).
Interestingly, this very notation, or, rather, its limits, may have inspired Brown to
seek other solutions. As he explained:
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Figure 1 Music for Violin, Cello and Piano, p. 4. Courtesy of the Earle Brown Music
Foundation.
It will be seen that the metric notation of this work is not organized according to a
simple ‘pulse’ of quarter-note units. The bar-lines only indicate points at which all
three parts have the same number of 16th note units, for ensemble synchronization.
The notation appears this way because of the compositional technique which I used
and because the general conception of the work is of a kind of spontaneous
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‘pulseless’ energy. The difficulty of counting the rhythms actually contributes to
this intention of achieving a rather flexible, floating quality in performance. It was
during and after the composing of this and other works in 1951 and ’52 that I
developed the ‘time notation’ (proportional) in which this quality is further
expanded. . . . In rehearsing this piece it is more important to develop a sense of
time values of the durations and figurations than it is to count the rhythm in the
usual way. It is essential to hear one’s relationship to the other performers, to feel
the relative time-values, and to count accurately where possible. In this way the
rather ‘a-rhythmic’ (but controlled) quality of the piece will be quite easily
achieved. (Brown, 1972, p. 8)

Extended Notation (Open)
This type of notation is based on an awareness of the inadequacy of strict, finite,
closed notation AND, at the same time, of its overwhelming influence on performing
practice. In it, most significant modifications are usually found in new design of pitch
content, articulation of time (and individual rhythms—the notation of rhythmic
values is often simplified here) and sonic make-up. Strict notation’s constitutive
elements undergo metamorphosis and are subjected to alterations often imposing
pitch-class relativity, simultative ametrical sequencing (when, for instance, concurrent streams of note values do not match and exist outside the main pulse) and
timbral evocations (when, for instance, different shapes of noteheads each indicate
different timbre). Here the scores of Karlheinz Stockhausen (Klavierstück XI), Pierre
Boulez (Troisième Sonate, Improvisation sur Mallarmé II), Helmut Lachenmann (II.
Streichquartett, ‘Reigen seliger Geister’, Kontrakadenz, Schwankungen am Rand), Henri
Pousseur (Mobile, Madrigal I – III), and Witold Lutosławski (Jeux vénitiens, String
Quartet, Livre pour orchestre) may be quoted. Good examples of the extended
notation are found in Aleatorio for string quartet by Franco Evangelisti and mature
orchestral scores by Kazimierz Serocki (Segmenti, Dramatic Story)—and in a number
of works by George Crumb, such as both volumes of the Makrokosmos series.
Bogusław Schaeffer’s early Topofonica for 40 players is a special, transitional case, as
this almost conventionally notated tricolour score introduces in some places the socalled frame notation which allows for a certain degree of improvisational freedom
(performers are permitted to shape parameters—order of pitches, for instance—
within boundaries given by the composer and marked as frames, hence frame
notation). His Imago musicae for violin with accompaniment and Musica ipsa for
orchestra of low-pitched instruments are notable for their virtuoso use of
proportional notation. All in all, a specific co-existence of (prevalent) old and
(fewer) new signs is observed w i t h i n the conventional notational framework.
Regardless of its formal disposition (closed or mobile) and morphological relaxation,
the music of the given score still aims at being decoded unambiguously and at being
precisely realised during successive performances. Brown’s time notation (proportional notation) belongs to this category. He utilised extended notation in, among
others, Twentyfive Pages for one to twenty-five pianos (1953, Figure 2) and Music for
Cello and Piano (1954 – 1955).
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Figure 2 Twentyfive Pages, excerpt from p. 1. Courtesy of the Earle Brown Music
Foundation.

In Twentyfive Pages, for instance, articulation of time is left to the performer(’)s(’)
discretion. He is/they are permitted to stretch or to compress time (the piece may last
between 80 2000 and 250 ) and yet, as the composer insists, ‘The indicated note durations
are precise relative to each other and to the eventual time value assigned to each line
system’. Also:
There is clearly an excess of detailed information given as to the loudness, attack
condition, duration and juxtaposition . . . excess, in the sense that all of the
indications cannot be fulfilled in the more ‘dense’ complexes. I expect that the
pitches, time-relationships and indicated juxtapositions will be faithfully fulfilled—
the ‘excesses’ lie primarily with the attacks and dynamics. The dynamic values and
attack scale are obviously ‘relative’ rather than absolute conditions and in a very
intricate and dense complex . . . it is expected that ‘modifications’ will occur but
that every serious attempt will be made to play the complex as written. . . . Each
‘solution’ by each pianist will be different but valid within the total concept of the
work if executed with devotion and accuracy. (Brown, 1975)

Despite all of its supposed liberties, the music retains its serial and pointillistic
pedigree; a comparison of several existing versions of Music for Cello and Piano is
particularly instructive in that they demonstrate to what extent the composer actually
controls his material. The New Piece for (variable) chamber ensemble (1971), the
most extreme manifestation of Brown’s minimalist style (in his oeuvre one
distinguishes several distinct styles), is yet another example of how serviceable and
efficient a modified notation based on conventional symbols can be. The score
consists of seven chords sketchily ‘orchestrated’ by the composer (again, available
recordings suggest the piece may be performed by any combination of instruments,
including large orchestra). The chords, notated as whole notes with fermate, are to be
played in any order one after another or simultaneously. This simplest of notations
determines the phenotype—the inert drift of interchanging, self-perpetuating
dissonant and consonant harmonic fields (including a—symbolic?—G7 chord!),
which may be stretched ad infinitum. And although it is possible to envisage a
performance of this music given out at a very high dynamic level, somehow it is more
plausible to imagine something opposite, expressively introverted, similar to the
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mystical narratives of Feldman. The ‘static’, decidedly ascetic look of the notation
imprints itself on the interpreters’ minds (Figure 3).
Another example is Centering for violin and ten players (1973), whose score recalls
in parts the looks of those of Boulez and Lutosławski (Figure 4).
As the one who initiated the process of compensating for strict notation’s
restrictions, Brown has expounded his principles thus:
To summarize my own particular reasons for becoming involved in new notational
systems and performance processes such as ‘mobility’, ‘open-form’, and

Figure 3 New Piece. Courtesy of the Earle Brown Music Foundation.
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Figure 4 Centering, p. 1. Courtesy of the Earle Brown Music Foundation.

spontaneous performer determinations in works like November 1952, December
1952 and so forth; the necessity arouse from the following problems and desires:
Belief that the complexity and subtlety of the desired sound results had passed
the point at which standard notation could practically and reasonably express and
describe the desired result.
The above belief led to a relaxation of finite notational controls and to the
conscious inclusion of ambiguity of ‘generalised’ notations with which the
performer and the performance process could collaborate.
The search for inherent or ‘process’ mobility in the work. The work as an
endlessly transforming and generating ‘organism’, conceptually unified in its
delivery (the influence of the work of Calder).
The above necessitates a search for the ‘conditional’ performance state of
spontaneous involvement, responsible to the composed materials and to the poetic
conception of the work; ‘work’ in this case being the activity of producing as well as
the acquisition of a finite result (the influence of the work of Pollock).
The fundamental motivation for all of the above: to produce a ‘multi-ordinal’
communicative activity between the composer, the work and the performer, and a
similarly ‘open’ potential of experience for the listener. (Brown, 1986, p. 199)

Extending the conventional notation was but a beginning.
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Approximate Notation (Open)
Here, the strict notational system undergoes far-reaching transformations. Often there
are some signs ‘on loan’ from the old notational system—noteheads, stems and
beams—but they do not necessarily have the same communicative value in regard to
pitch content, timbre, density, intensity, and fixed articulation of time. Now notation
only approximates articulation of time and disposition of the material (as in Schaeffer’s
Azione a due for piano and instruments and Symphony—Electronic Music or Mauricio
Kagel’s Improvisation ajoutée for organ). The desired aural result is more important
than notational details. Along with the old, a multitude of new signs—pictographs and
ideographs—is seen. Not infrequently, these new signs have their own arbitrarily
assigned meanings which reflect—as in the scores of Berio (Sequenza III, Circles),
Dieter Schnebel (glossolalie), Hans-Joachim Hespos (für cello solo, Dschen das
Erregende ist wie eine offene Schale, go, Splash, and others), Serocki (Fantasmagoria,
Swinging Music), Witold Szalonek (Les Sons, Mutazioni, Proporzioni I – III, Aarhus
Music, 1 þ 1 þ 1 þ 1)—some atypical ways of, for instance, producing and
manipulating timbres. The notes (and ideographs) are optically distributed
(configured) on the page in order to give a symbolically ‘tactile’ grasp of the
chrono-spatial direction of the narrative. In other words, the factor of approximation
may concern time, density, intensity, timbre, and pitch content—individually or in
various configurations. Now, both the suggestive visual labels (graphs) designed by
composers and verbal descriptions of notational elements play the role of a guide in
this labyrinth. The music approaches the realm of the unknown, openness and
mobility. Yet, in spite of everything, the bond between approximate and conventional
notations is still present, as the former ‘somehow’ relates to traditionally recognised
musical parameters. One aspect of notational approximity is of utmost importance—
namely, its inherent ‘improvisational’ origin—the composer creating such a system of
signs often ‘improvises’ during the process (something to which Schaeffer refers as a
‘play of imagination’).
In Brown’s oeuvre, two smaller-scale scores well exemplify this notational
category—namely, Corroboree for three or two pianos (1963 – 1964) and Nine
Rarebits for one or two harpsichords (1965, Figure 5).
Of the two, Corroboree merits attention as it does away with the concept of open
form: here one becomes aware of a dichotomy between the fixed macro-form and the
(open) approximate notation. Any performance of Corroboree will heavily involve
improvisation. Says Brown:
It must be understood that a performance is not expected to be a precise translation of
the spatial relationships but a relative realisation made spontaneous by the involvement of the performer’s subtly changing perceptions of spatial relationships. The
resulting flexibility and natural deviations from the precise indications in the score are
acceptable and are in fact integral to the nature of the work. As the score is practised,
the performer will quickly discover the relative time of each duration as it relates to
each of the other durations and to the total time of each system. (Brown, 1970b)
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Figure 5 Nine Rarebits. Courtesy of the Earle Brown Music Foundation.
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And although the composer insists on temporal coordination in the score, and on
interpreting the provided ideographs in the required manner, the overall aural result
depends on the performers’ imaginative contextual t r a n s p o s i t i o n of signs
into aesthetically meaningful actions (Figure 6).
In Corroboree, another important addition to Brown’s notational poetics is seen:
directions for improvisations (based on the freely selected notated material) appear in
(within) the score itself. Automatically, large sections of Corroboree music provide
forays into the undetermined. In From Here for optional chorus and twenty players
(1963), the chorus part is notated in this manner (Figure 7).
Indeterminate Notation (Open)
The bottom line: such notations offer a truly staggering quantity of possible
interpretations/realisations. Neither a predetermined notational code nor its aural
result is fixed. And in such notations, the invented signs, whether related or
unrelated to the conventional ones, are, in a sense, meaningless. Even though
some of them have very strong allusive qualities—indeed, they are occasionally
similar, if not identical, to signs known from the strict notation and its open
derivatives—they function outside the common linear context. In other words, it
is now the performer who needs to materialise an abstract vision into the real
sound, who must actually define the entire process, the process—and let me be
clear about it—inspired by the composer who, himself, has just created a
‘reservoir’ of an unlimited number of possible con-situations (to use Schaeffer’s
term). This is why the composer still remains the possessor of all of the music
emerging from such a score. Brown’s countlessly reproduced November 1952
illustrates the above idea quite well. Although the composer still operates within
the deceptively familiar system, its elements have been put into a new interpretive
context. Only a raw draft of the stylistic pattern (a kind of ‘pointillistic’ texture) is
suggested. The score provides rhythms, dynamics and registral disposition of
(optional) ‘pitches’, but most parameters such as form, instrumentation, timbre,
duration of the whole, tempo, etc. must be determined by the performers
themselves.
The multifarious outpouring of new notational schemes in recent years is, of
course, only a reflection of the amazing diversity of recent compositional practice. In
fact, much of the impetus for recent exploration in the area of notation stems from
the ongoing re-evaluation of our most basic notions of structure and the particular
problems in charting, symbolically, the innovations which this re-evaluation
engenders. Specifically, with respect to a great deal of new music, one finds that
activities which were once viewed as precompositional and outside the realm of
structure are now being integrated directly into a composition’s framework. The very
concept of musical notation has been extended, then, to include not only the
symbolic representation of form, but also the delineation of all of the compositional
methodology from which such a form issues. More and more, the composer finds

Figure 6 Corroboree, p. 4. Courtesy of the Earle Brown Music Foundation.
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Figure 7 From Here. Courtesy of the Earle Brown Music Foundation.
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himself facing the problem of notating the activities of composition, rather than any
specific sonic result (DeLio, 1985, pp. 111 – 112).
Brown’s famous (or maybe infamous?) December 1952 extends this idea even
further (Figure 8). The score itself sets the standards of (abstract) notational clarity
and balance. From the point of view of indeterminate notations and their subsequent
developments, the score of December 1952 has played a role similar to that Webern’s
scores had played in the development of serialism. It is simple, even ascetic. Yes, it is
‘pure’. It introduces for the first time some distinctive elements which characterise
almost each and every indeterminate score. The notation is abstract, but it is
comprehensible to the experienced—or at least devoted—performer. It may be
performed, as the author suggests, ‘in any direction from any point in the defined
space for any length of time and may be performed from any of the four notational
positions in any sequence’. But although the piece may qualify as an example of ‘pure’
graphic music (which notated music is NOT graphic?), there are ways of interpreting
it. As has already been proven, this type of notation has its own ‘archetypes’, its own
consubstantial tradition. Not only does the notation strongly associate with the
standard interpretive paradigms (range, rhythm, intensity), but most probably it also
visualises the composer’s concrete aural revelation. Nonetheless, there are no formal

Figure 8 December 1952. Courtesy of the Earle Brown Music Foundation.
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patterns other than the free flow of abstract graphic gestures. Extreme variety of the
potential material offers no points of reference. Hence, as has already been pointed
out, it might be said that the content identifies with the form totally, that the content
devours the form—and vice versa.
What is especially relevant about December 1952 and Four Systems is that, so early
in the inauguration period of experimental music, they allow the performers the
freedom to ask (and answer) for the first time in musical history such questions as:
What are the units of time? And how do they relate to the total time, the time of
individual rectangles, the time of the silences between them? Should the intensity
range refer outside the piece or not? Given that all the rectangles fall within a fairly
narrow range of widths, should the gradations of loudness be within a similarly
narrow dynamic range—that is, soft—or could one use a total continuum of very
soft to very loud corresponding to the scale of thinnest to thickest rectangles? And
should the relating of musical elements to the rectangles be logical or arbitrary,
consistent or inconsistent? (Nyman, 1974, p. 49)

These questions will always remain open. December 1952 is acknowledged as the
very first noteless, graphic score. Yet one more very important aspect of the piece
must be considered: the compositional technique employed in its creation. Given the
visual shape of the work, this may seem like a major overstatement—it is taken for
granted that the composer spontaneously placed simple geometric forms in the
‘score’—but it most certainly is not. In his comments on the piece, recorded on 27
November 1970 in Berlin, Brown revealed that it (and November 1952 [‘Synergy’])
was actually ‘composed’ by utilising random sampling tables. These tables comprising
randomly generated numbers served him as a tool for objective distribution of graphs
on the page. Brown claimed also that this compositional process made December the
very first piece generated through application of mathematical principles—even
before Xenakis. And, since Brown had never been eager to claim other people’s
discoveries as his own, this claim should be taken seriously (Brown, 1970a).
Alternative Notation (Open)
As Erhard Karkoschka has indicated, the all-too-obvious deficiencies of traditional
notation such as, for instance, its inability to handle dense chromatic harmonies, led
to the undertaking of experiments which aimed at combining notational precision
with presupposed ease of reading. Notations such as Klavascribo and Equiton were
proposed (Karkoschka refers to them as ‘Temperierte Notation[en]’)—only to be
generally rejected and abandoned due to the difficulty of learning these systems
(Karkoschka, 1966, pp. 9 – 15). Other types of alternative notations—this time totally
noteless—may include diagrams (Cage, Imaginary Landscape No. 5; Schaeffer, Study
in Diagram for piano, Extrema for ten players), codes (Schaeffer, Codes for chamber
orchestra) and verbal scores or substantial sections thereof (Gottfried Michael
Koenig, Essay on tape; metadisciplinary poetic works by Henri Chopin, Hans G.
Helms or Ferdinand Kriwet).
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As far as Brown’s music is concerned, such notations are absent from his scores
with the notable exception of Corroboree where, as was already mentioned, limited
verbal instructions for improvisation were introduced as an alternative to musical
notation (Figure 9); and Wikiup (1979), an interactive installation for six cassette
players, whose one-page score combines a graphic sketch of how to place the cassette
players in space with brief verbal (written) description of ‘performance’ procedures.
In his other scores, verbal instructions occasionally provide guidelines for
improvisation.
Hybrid Notation (Open/Closed)
Hybrid notation is that which freely mixes other types of notation within itself. In a
sense, many avant-garde and modernist scores of the 1960s and ’70s are notated this
way. Remarkably beautiful examples are found in the mature pieces of Sylvano
Bussotti (Mit einem gewissen sprechenden Ausdruck, La Passion selon Sade), Roman
Haubenstock-Ramati (Credentials or ‘Think, Think, Lucky’, Mobile for Shakespeare),
Bogusław Schaeffer (aSa for clavichord, Course ‘j’ for jazz combo and chamber
orchestra, the aforementioned Collage and Form for eight jazz musicians and
orchestra), and Karlheinz Stockhausen (Momente). This writer’s Summa technologiæ

Figure 9 Corroboree. Courtesy of the Earle Brown Music Foundation.
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for any number of pianists and/or pianos (1983) introduces the concept of ‘total
notational hybridisation’: the score is built of six notational layers of increasing
degree of indeterminacy, so that the topmost layer is notated strictly and the
bottommost layer is notated indeterminately.
Brown has recourse to such notations in numerous works, including his
masterpiece Event: Synergy II for two ensembles of winds and strings with one or
two conductors (1967 – 1968), whose score combines elements of strict, extended and
approximate notations, respectively (cf. Winds [or Strings]—sections A1 [extended
notation], A2 [approximate notation] and A3 [‘strict’ notation]), and also the very
interesting Tracer for sextet and four-track tape (1984 – 1985) where indeterminate,
approximate and strict notations coexist in visual harmony; whereas Oh, K for octet
(1992) is, among other attributes, a masterclass in employing strict notation within
the context of open form.
Text
Of the three main constituents of Brown’s language, form, notation and text, the
latter has never been really studied. Nonetheless, insignificant though it may look, the
textual ingredient of his oeuvre should be regarded as being as important as the other
two. Brown’s performance notes, always intelligible and precise to the point of
pedantry; his no-nonsense, sometimes charmingly straightforward remarks on
himself and his colleagues; and his all-too-sparse writings, always make for instructive
communication. Essentially, due to an arbitrarily implemented reduction of topics to
fundamentally professional ones (largely devoid, for instance, of anecdotal aspect—
but when an anecdote is given it is, indeed, savoured), as well as to a rigidly imposed
simplicity, clarity—even purity—of argument, one could hardly call Brown’s spoken
and written narratives ‘exciting’ (although one could imagine elitary receivers who
might find them so). In spite of this, they are worthy of attention as examples of how
well a self-controlled, precise, intelligible vocal and literary communication may
complement (and complete) the individual work, giving its performance a certain
direction.
If application of Eco’s concept of ‘open’ and ‘closed’ work is to be put to a correct
use here, Brown’s narratives, especially his introductory and performance remarks—
prefaces!—to his (open) scores, are closed texts (!), and this is incontestably not a
paradox, and has nothing to do with the notions of ‘ethicality’ or ‘unethicality’ of the
‘closed’ text (some maintain that ‘closed’ texts are unethical because they dominate
the reader). A ‘closed’ text is in fact one whose author expects the receiver to read it
in a single, unvaried way. The road sign ‘No Pedestrians’ is intended to communicate
one and one message only, namely that pedestrians are not allowed in that particular
place—although it is, of course, almost irresistibly tempting to interpret such a sign
as a statement indicating that creatures such as pedestrians do not exist any more, the
temptation sometimes expressed by exclamation marks sprayed after the word
‘Pedestrians’—and any other reading of it will be a frivolous aberration.
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Why the author/composer would want a ‘closed’ text to ‘open’ his ‘open’ work is a
rhetorical question. Apart from the electroacoustic and acousmatic media, the act of
communication between the author and the receiver by means of ‘intelligently
encoded—or intelligently organised—sound’ (Józef Maria Hoene-Wroński/Edgard
Varèse) involves transmitters—intermediary Model Readers (i.e. performers in
common language; the term Model Reader comes, too, from Eco) whose task is to
transfer the composer’s experience into the receiver’s. Ideally, through synergic
dialoguing with the author’s ‘open’ work, the intermediary Model Readers will incite
their (End) Readers to participate actively in the performative act. But in order to do
that, they must become a part of the author’s work itself. The ‘closed’ text ‘opening’
the ‘open’ work is a means to this end.
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Notes
[1]
[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]

Cf. the interview by John Yaffé with Earle Brown, elsewhere in this issue.
‘There was, of course, no New York School. Certainly no walls, no formulated ideologies, no
single-minded goals, not even a common language within their work. What they shared,
however temporarily, was an identity, a radical perspective, pervasive interest approached
from various personal points of view, an intersection of energy. As Morton Feldman said of
the Abstract Expressionist painters of the same period, ‘‘The single thing that made it a
school was a powerful, mysterious aesthetic. That is, they all searched within their own
sensibilities for those energies, for everything connected with the painting’’’ (Lange, 1992).
To many artists and art philosophers living in the Soviet-controlled Central and Eastern
Europe before (and after!) 1989, these often radical leftist, or ultra-leftist, obsessions and
claims of their supposed colleagues such as Cornelius Cardew, Luigi Nono, Howard
Skempton, Christian Wolff, and Isang Yun seemed outlandish and irresponsible. As those of
a US citizen, Wolff’s pro-Communist sympathies were particularly scorned and mocked,
considered a clear sign of mental derangement, which this writer witnessed on numerous
occasions. It is safe to say that Nono’s popularity there—even before the fall of Communism
around 1989—increased dramatically after his break-up with the Italian Communists. As a
victim of the South Korean regime, Yun occupied a special position in Germany, hence his
relatively high reputation there. Cardew, Skempton, Wolff, and others of the kind are still
practically personae non gratae in the former Eastern Bloc.
To quote Morton Feldman: ‘I think he’s been ripped off more than any of us, in an overt
way’ (Nicholls, n.d.).
Cf. Potter (1986, p. 679): ‘Earle Brown’s name is invariably mentioned with that of John
Cage. . . . Cage—the senior figure in this group who had already acquired a reputation for his
avant-garde activities before the others came to maturity and whose influence was and is
acknowledged by all three [Potter here excludes David Tudor] of his younger colleagues—
has become independently famous for his philosophy and practice of chance, among much
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[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]
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else. The others, however, have too often been seen as simply labouring in his shadow. And
even when their individually pioneering ideas receive mention—in Brown’s case, for
example, the early contributions he made to the notational practices now generally known as
‘‘proportional notation’’ and ‘‘open form’’—the blanket term ‘‘indeterminacy’’ tends to
obscure the real differences of aesthetic and technique that separate them’.
That woman was the outstanding Schaeffer student Barbara Buczek (1940 – 1993), whose
mature, highly complex scores predate those of Brian Ferneyhough, and offer equally fascinating and convincing textural and timbral propositions. Her oeuvre, more than any other of
the prematurely deceased composers perhaps, merits rediscovery and dissemination. But in her
case, the author’s subjective, enthusiastic eagerness to promote his own student at the expense
of other women composers, also fully deserving inclusion in his book, led him astray this time.
The title is quite misleading as this hardcover book, running to over 380 pages of small print,
is loaded with information. Maybe Schaeffer referred to its physical dimensions:
13 6 20 cm?
For the sake of information: between 1968 and 1973, he held the W. Alton Jones chair of
composition and was composer-in-residence at the Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore. In
1970, he received an honorary doctorate from that institution. He taught at several
prestigious schools: the State University of New York at Buffalo, CalArts and Yale University
among them. In 1965 – 1966, he held a Guggenheim Fellowship. His orchestral work Cross
Sections and Color Fields was written on commission from the Koussevitzky Foundation and
in 1998, he collected the Foundation for Contemporary Performance Art’s John Cage Award
for Music.
All in all, there are four texts bearing any significance, which will be some of those mentioned
in the course of this argument—three articles appearing in Perspectives of New Music,
Woodwind Magazine and The Musical Times; and an interview in a collection published by
Oxford University Press.
Cf. Cardew (1964, p. 674), where he says in conclusion: ‘Yes, the Darmstadt Summer School
has become an excellent Academy, and problems like Notation or Electronic Sound are
competently handled in a rather academic way. What has got lost is the vital interest in new
and serious experimental music’.
Bürger’s elegant and influential discussion is confined, and this is perhaps its main point of
contention, to pre-selected avant-garde movements such as the post-revolutionary Russian
avant-garde, Dadaism and early Surrealism. Cf. Scheunemann (2000, pp. 8 – 11).
‘First of all, one should remember that Russian futurism is intrinsically heterogeneous to
the extent one can speak of two futurisms: pre- and post-revolutionary. In the early
declarations and manifestoes of Russian futurists, one can hardly find any trace of overt
and direct interest in technology and science. Unlike their Italian counterparts, they almost
ignored the issue’ (Mo_zejko, 1993). Cf. Folejewski (1980). Says Folejewski: ‘Italian artists
went as far as announcing that the machine should be adored as superior to man. But for
the majority of the Russians these things remained rather alien. . . . In this respect the
attitude of many 20th century Russian artists was no different than that of Tolstoy,
Dostoyevsky and other 19th century men. The country poet [Y]esenin lamented the horse
chased by the railway engine; the futurist Khlebnikov presented an apocalyptic vision of a
monstrous mechanical bird. . . . Mayakovsky was one of the very few Russian poets for
whom not only was the city street more familiar ground than a meadow, but also—in his
own words—he ‘‘saw electricity in an electric iron’’ while Pasternak saw it ‘‘in the
lightning in the sky’’’ (p. 8).
‘I have always been very sensitive’ [said Brown] ‘to all the other arts. And for some
reason more so than a lot of other composers. I have been very influencable by paintings,
sculpture, literature, etc.; basically the nature of compositional process!’ (Dufallo, 1989,
p. 117).
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[14] Not many people are aware that it was Brown who may well have initiated the practice of
collective improvisation in New Music, using the December 1952 score as a basis. It was done
by a group of twenty-three musicians of the Kranichsteiner Kammerensemble under Brown’s
direction at Darmstadt in 1964. Cf. Brown, 1970a.
[15] As Brown once said: ‘Neither Cage nor Feldman ever had, to this day, any interest in jazz.
But my background in the spontaneous creation of music with other people, without scores,
was very important; I would not have been able to make Folio and graphic scores and
collective improvisational scores and a notation which allowed flexibility in 1952 if I had not
had the experience of trusting musicians’ (Dufallo, 1989, p. 107).
[16] ‘I’ve always considered my music romantic. The early piano pieces are very severe, but most
of my music since then I have always thought to be very romantic. . . . It has a lot of color in it
and delicacy, and it basically has a long gesture. The open-form pieces produce a sort of
continuity which is not typical of what you might call romantic continuity; but from
moment to moment I always think that . . . I guess any composer thinks that his music is
beautiful. And I do think it is beautiful and romantic. I don’t write ugly music, and I don’t
write ‘‘angst-full’’ music. I have never been wildly involved in middle European angst or
expressing terror’ (Dufallo, 1989, pp. 113 – 114).
[17] Cf. The Scambi Project, http://www.scambi.mdx.ac.uk/
[18] Cf., for instance, Michael Daugherty’s renditions of November 1952, December 1952 and Four
Systems involving piano, computer and electronics, available on Earle Brown: Collected Early
Works (CRI).
[19] The quote within DeLio’s text is from Cardew (1971, p. XV).
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